Further banks successfully change to Finnova

Lenzburg, 29 January 2015 - At the turn of the year, with Banque Cantonale du Jura, a Zurich-based commercial bank and a Geneva-based private bank, three more banks switched over to Finnova.

As implementation partners of Finnova AG, Sobaco Solutions AG and Swisscom prepared and implemented the successful changeover to the new IT platform together with the banks and Finnova AG. “With the Finnova banking software, the banks have both a functionally and economically attractive, and at the same time cost-effective, platform with modern banking services at their disposal”, comments Charlie Matter, CEO of Finnova AG. Also at the turn of the year, the efficiency of the Finnova banking software for the banks was reflected for example in the year-end processing for 2014. The runtimes could be improved again by up to 30% compared to the already good runtimes of the previous year. In total, over 100 banks now rely on the Finnova software. Finnova AG thus confirms its market leadership with the most installations in Switzerland.
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About finnova AG Bankware
Founded in 1974, finnova AG Bankware is the leading Swiss manufacturer of banking software. The Lenzburg-based software company employs around 350 people at various locations. Its standard solution, also named Finnova, is currently used by around 80 universal banks and 20 private banks in Switzerland and abroad. They benefit from the software’s extensive functional breadth and depth, combined with the lowest TCO in the industry. Finnova’s outstanding scalability and parameterisation capability enable banks to implement their strategic requirements efficiently, within budget and on schedule.

You can find further information under: www.finnova.ch